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This training will certify you to become a Somatic Educator for Women, that

offers you unique & holistic teachings to guide yourself and others back into

attunement with the feminine principle, presence, the body, psyche, and

nervous system, as the greatest access points we have available to live as

our soul-based, authentic expression. 

Facilitated by an expert faculty and offering a unique, in-depth curriculum,

you will walk away with the skills & embodied tools that support women to

come back to a somatic sense of safety, freedom and aliveness within

themselves. 

 

You will have the capacity to lead retreats, workshops and 1:1 sessions for

women in a unique body of work in feminine embodiment. 

 

You will be trained in a holistic map of teachings that investigate body

intelligence, Somatic psychology, shadow work, nervous system health,

somatic therapeutic dance, meditation, menstrual cycle awareness, the erotic,

sexual sovereignty, feminine spirituality, trauma-informed facilitation and

embodied leadership as the road maps to reclaiming body wisdom &

feminine principle in all areas of life.

become a trauma-informed feminine
embodiment educator



F e e l i n g  s a f e ,  a l i v e  &

f r e e  i n  y o u r  b o d y  i s

y o u r  b i r t h  r i g h t .



The Somatic Educator training has truly changed my life. My nervous

system will be thanking me for the rest of my life. I was already in the

field of sexuality and women's health and this training truly brought me

the next level. I'm so grateful I followed my inner guidance and decided

to join the training. 

 

- FEATHER, USA

The training will change your life and the life of all those you are in

contact with. Reclaim your body sovereignty and lifeforce and learn the

importance of being part of the current reset humanity is undergoing,

through embodiment of the feminine with Maanee and her team, in a safe,

trauma informed and empowering way. 

 

- KAY, UK

This training brought so much value into my life. I found safety in my

body, learned how to self regulate, access pleasure and aliveness in my

body. I'm so grateful for the transmissions, their presence and care for the

whole group, for opening the space to cultivate more permission, inner

authority and more acceptance of who I am. 

 

- INES, BELGIUM



Different from top-down, masculine oriented modalities that encourage people to

follow an outside-in formula for change and healing, somatic learning is centred in

feminine intelligence, guiding you to form a unique and FELT relationship with

yourself and your own wisdom by sensing your experience from the inside. 

 

Somatic inquiry assists us in birthing otherwise unknown parts of ourselves and our

experience into the known, by making the unconscious conscious. 

 

This inquiry allows a softening into what is alive for us in the present moment, 

gently empowering you to meet, explore, feel, breathe into, hold 

and integrate exiled parts of yourself; the parts that we want to ignore, push away

and not feel - from unprocessed shame, anger and unworthiness to the disowned

pleasure, power & life force living inside of you. 

 

Somatics offers us a therapeutic,
sensation-based approach to self-
exploration and transformation. 

what is somatics?



principles of education



A P P L Y  

H o w  c a n  I  b e l o n g
i n t i m a t e l y  t o  m y s e l f  a n d
t h i s  l i f e ,  a n d  t h r i v e  i n
l o v i n g  s e r v i c e  t o  t h e
w o r l d  a s  a n  e m b o d i e d ,
s o v e r e i g n  w o m a n ?

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PcESM7us8Rw_SJDpi29RktOP8JVDUBnFeMGFE-g5z-c/viewform?edit_requested=true
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PcESM7us8Rw_SJDpi29RktOP8JVDUBnFeMGFE-g5z-c/viewform?edit_requested=true


Reclaiming the felt sense 

Limbic resonance 

Embodied presence as leadership 

Reframing “Patriarchy” and resurrecting the Deep Feminine

How the Deep Feminine has been lost and distorted

modules

MODULE  1
The Feminine, The Felt Sense & Embodied Leadership

MODULE  2
Foundations of Somatic Shadow Work

Introduction to the unconscious

Development of the shadow

Psychological projection 

The masks we wear to seek validation and approval

Relating from the felt sense

Vulnerability, authenticity & transparency 

MODULE  3
Trauma, Self-Regulation & the Nervous System

Introduction to trauma and the nervous system

The developmental stages of Trauma

Nervous system health and the Four F's

Self-regulation tool kit 

Building a constructive relationship between the analytical and the

embodied intelligences

The emotional system

Embodying sacred rageso
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Biology, energetics & embodiment of the different phases of the Menstrual

Cycle

How to be productive in your business and life according to your

menstrual phases

MODULE  4
The Menstrual Cycle 

MODULE  5
Somatic Intelligence

MODULE  7
Somatic Psychotherapy Skills & Embodying Non-Dual
Presence as a Space Holder

Guiding from the present moment

Opening to the field of felt awareness

Relaxed arousal & limbic resonance

Speaking from direct experience, beyond story & personality.

Listening, reflecting & deepening questions in groups & 1:1

Deepening questions through the body

Somatic therapeutic interventions

Anchors & sacred pauses

Somatic intelligence - perception VIMBAS & intersectionality

Listening to and expressing from our body intelligence

Trauma and embodied movement

MODULE  6
Trauma-Informed Facilitation & The Therapeutic
Relationship

Trauma informed facilitation 

Person-centred approach / co-regulation & the therapeutic relationship

Somatic therapeutic interventions



The power of therapeutic dance

Processing emotions & sensations through the body with movement &

dance 

Embodied dance practices

Movement vocabulary 

MODULE  8
Therapeutic Dance

MODULE  9
Sexual / Body Sovereignty

MODULE  11
The Shadow Side of  the Feminine 

Internalised misogyny & the Madonna/whore split

Slut shaming, threat jealousy & competition between women

Decolonizing gender/unpacking the socialisation of being a women

Sexual sovereignty

The Vagina

Ageism, sexism & body shame

Honouring the sacredness of the period and menstrual art as therapy

Sexual Trauma

MODULE  10
The Erotic, Desire & Pleasure

Erotic innocence

The therapeutic qualities of the Erotic

Decolonizing the Erotic

Therapeutic erotic dance practices

Desire and the songs of Eros

The healing potential of pleasure



Creating a safe container

Finding your Genius

Structuring workshops and 1:1 sessions

Feminine-centred approach to business & leadership

MODULE  12
Accessing your Genius: Creating your Teachings



The significant nuanced shifts I sensed in myself over the course of this

incredibly intimate and intricate journey has brought new meanings, and

new ways of feeling and being at home within myself. I "cherish the love"

that emanated and passed between everyone present and was held

authentically and compassionately by the facilitators and faculty. 

 

- MARWA, EGYPT

This course provides you with grounded somatic practices to use with

your client in order to give them access to their aliveness and

authenticity. It is rich in content and experience, something every woman

should experience.

 

-  DEANNA, USA

This training is an accurate combination of intellectual, emotional,

embodied & spiritual work that every women who desires aliveness &

freedom within should have access to.

 

- ZO, ISRAEL



T h e  b o d y  i s  t h e

n u r t u r e r  o f  a l l  o u r

d e e p e s t  k n o w l e d g e .

A P P L Y  N O W

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PcESM7us8Rw_SJDpi29RktOP8JVDUBnFeMGFE-g5z-c/viewform?edit_requested=true


12 modules of somatic and embodiment teachings

More than 100 hours of live teaching session (all recorded for

re-stream at your own pace)

All content downloadable for lifetime access

Dedicated online learning portal

Pre-recorded practice videos

A package of embodiment practices & teachings that you can

facilitate and incorporate into your work 

A support coach team that have gone through the training

before, available for trauma-informed emotional support,

questions and to help support the community

Digital training manual received at the end of the training

Online community forum for connection with the whole group,

questions and communication with course facilitators 

Certificate of graduation (if competencies are met)

Use of the Somatic Institute for Women's logo on your website

what's included?
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Overall, the Somatic Educator for Women training offers more than
100 hours of content.

This is made up of our live teaching sessions, bi-monthly group
sharing/Q&A sessions, and self-study time to go through the

practices and assessment requirements.

Per month, you will need to dedicate between 16-20 hours to the

course.

All live sessions will be recorded and made available to re-

watch after the session.

The course live sessions will be held across every second weekend
from April 27th to December 21st 2022. 

Each live weekend will involve 2x 3-hour sessions, for a total of 6

hours per live weekend: 3 hours on Saturday & 3 hours on Sunday

(with breaks).

Every now & then you will have two weekends off in a row for

further integration time and to catch up where needed. 

Please see the full schedule for exact dates - session times are TBC. 

course schedule

Bi-monthly weekend live teaching sessions



 Introduction session: The Importance of Somatic Education & the Central
Premise - Weds 27 April 2022

Module 1: The Feminine, The Felt Sense & Embodied Leadership - Sat 30 April
& Sun 1 May

Module 2: Foundations of Somatic Shadow Work - Sat 14 May & Sun 15 May

Module 3: Trauma, Self-Regulation & the Nervous System - Sat 28 May & Sun
29 May AND Sat 11 June & Sun 12 June

2 weekends of integration time

Module 4: The Menstrual Cycle - Sat 2 July & Sun 3 July

Module 5: Somatic Intelligence - Sat 16 July & Sun 17 July

Module 6: Trauma-informed Facilitation & the Therapeutic Relationship - Sat 30
July (NO Sunday session)

Module 7: Somatic Psychotherapy Skills & Embodying Non-Dual Presence as a
Space Holder - Sat 13 Aug & Sun 14 Aug AND Sat 27 Aug & Sun 28 Aug AND
Sat 10 Sept

2 weekends of integration time

Module 8: Therapeutic Dance - Sat 1 Oct & Sun 2 Oct

Module 9: Sexual / Body Sovereignty - Sat 15 Oct & Sun 16 Oct AND Sat 29
Oct & Sun 30 Oct &Sat Nov 5th  

1.5 weekends of integration time

Module 10: The Erotic, Desire & Pleasure - Sat 19 Nov & Sun 20 Nov

Module 11: The Shadow Side of the Feminine - Sat 3 Dec & Sun 4 Dec AND Sat
17 Dec

Module 12: Accessing your Genius: Creating your Teachings - Sun 18 Dec

Closing session: Weds 21 Dec 2022

2 assessments to receive certification due by 31st January 2023

Live teaching session dates



Our monthly group calls will provide space for questions,

therapeutic sessions, sharing and witnessing of your experience

and further integration of the course material.

Dates are subject to change to best suit the course pace and

external factors.

Group call times are to be announced.

   May 25

   June 22 

   July 20 

   August 17 

   September 14

   October 12

   November 9

   December 7 

Monthly group calls (Wednesdays)



1 video of you facilitating a group session (minimum of 2 other women

participating)

1 video of you facilitating a 1:1 session

Should you wish to graduate from the course as a certified Somatic Educator
for Women, you will have 6 weeks after the close of the course to submit 2

practicums for assessment:

Both of these practicum videos should include themes & practices of your

choice from the training.

Provided both practicums demonstrate your understanding and ability to

apply & by guided by the teachings from the course, you will awarded a

certificate of completion for the course.

Should you NOT wish to complete the assessment requirements, either

knowingly at the start of your journey or should you come to this conclusion

during the course, you are welcome to complete the course without

submitting the practicums, however we will not be able to certify you as a
graduate.

gaining your qualification

Specifically designed for female bodies to reconnect to their natural embodied

aliveness, the Somatic Educator for Women training can be taken as EITHER a
personal journey or a facilitator training, offering women the embodied

instruction needed to live a life guided by their somatic wisdom. 



faculty

The Somatic Educator for Women training is run by the Somatic Institute for

Women, which is the brain- and heart-child of our lead facilitator, Maanee

Chrystal.

 A trauma-informed somatic

psychotherapist, dance therapist and

Somatic Integrative Trauma therapist in

training, Maanee has more than 10 years

experience in the fields the Somatic

Educator course explores.

A passionate advocate for women's

embodiment and the integration of our

individual and collective shadow, Maanee

believes that our capacity to slow down

and feel is the first step towards

sovereignty and awakening. 

Maanee's mission through this training, is to help women around the world re-connect with

their internal wisdom and authentic selves, so that they in turn can guide others to theirs.

Teaching alongside Maanee is a panel of expert guides, together bring decades

of knowledge and experience to guide you through this journey.



Dr. Saida Desilets

Saida Désilets, PhD is a thought-leader, speaker,

and ‘Succulence Revolutionary’ on the growing

edge of researching how women can use their

minds, bodies, and spirits to create richer lives

through their sensual selves. She’s the world

leading authority in the Jade Egg practice and

founder of the Désilets Method, a system that

creates more pleasure, sexual aliveness, and deep

self-love. She is a co-contributor to the best-

selling books of Dr. Christiane Northrup and Dr.

Rachel Abrams and has led transformational

workshops and seminars for women around the

globe for the past 13 years.  

Body philosopher, author &
 sexual sovereignty advocate

Jenny Hale
Trauma expert & 

emotional intelligence coach

Jenny Hale has decades of experience in coaching,

trauma, burn out & PTST, mentoring individuals,

couples, and groups. Her work focuses on self-

awareness, emotional intelligence, emotional

regulation,  trauma, effective decision-making, and

communication skills.

Jenny has an Honours degree in Psychology, and

decades of experience as a coach, trainer and mentor.

She supports people in having the results they really

want – in business and communities, as well as family

and romantic relationships. She has identified the

fastest ways to break through disempowering

lifelong patterns and achieve unimaginable results –

without doing years of therapy.

 She is the author of the Emergence of the Sensual Woman: Awakening Our Erotic

Innocence, and serves as a guide to women who believe in transformation as a lifelong path

of learning, discovery, and walk to freedom

She has a particular expertise in recovery from burnout and complex PTSD, including such

complications as addictions and auto-immune illnesses.



Jasmine Alicia Carter

Jasmine Alicia Carter is a Menstrual Artist & Sacred

Feminine Empowerment Mentor devoted to

empowering and educating women to reclaim their

true feminine nature, embody their menstrual

cycles and heal their sexuality. 

Her favourite way to express the feminine wisdom

is drawing with her period blood, a sacred art that

changed her life in 2016 and that today is

spreading across the globe through the Menstrual

Art Movement. Menstrual cycle awareness
coach & period artist

Dana Mara
Decolonization & gender

diversity educator, artist &
sexological bodyworker 

 

Dana Mara (she/they) works as an artist, sexological

bodyworker and teacher of movement. She holds

workshops on self-pleasuring, consent, self-love and

authentic relating, holding story-telling and poetry as

the base of the circle-work.

Dana's art and bodywork are dedicated to the

reclaiming and decolonizing of body, mind, sex and

spirit, especially for Brown, Indigenous and Bodies of

Culture.

Maya Luna
Poet & teacher on the deep

 feminine mysteries

Maya Luna is an Oracular Poet and teacher of

Feminine Wisdom. 

She teaches online and worldwide and is the creator

of the Deep Feminine Mystery School. Her work

focuses on the resurrection of lost Feminine wisdom

and the dimension of Reality she calls the Deep

Feminine Current.

She offers through the vessel of Art, Poetry and

Spoken word, Wisdom Teachings and Embodiment

Practices focused on reconnecting human beings to

the Deep Feminine Current.

https://www.deepfemininemysteryschool.com/definitions
https://www.deepfemininemysteryschool.com/read-1
https://www.deepfemininemysteryschool.com/teaching
https://www.deepfemininemysteryschool.com/teaching


Kirsten Stendevad

Kirsten Stendevad is the Nordic Awakener of a

more Feminine Future and Illuminary Leadership

Evolver, specialized in 21st Century leadership.

She is the (co-)author of 7 trendsetting books (in

Scandinavian) about 21st Century paradigms which

she has lectured about at Harvard Business School,

MIT, McKinsey & Company and more.

Kirsten is known for her ability to create

transformational networks centered around the

leadership of the new era.

Her lifechanging programs enable leaders, business

owners and change makers embody leadership 4.0.

She is a popular speaker on topics like “From Crisis 

Expert on feminine
leadership & feminine

centred business

Ava Irani
Non-dual & hridaya yoga

 meditation teacher

Ava first came into contact with physical asana and

became an avid practitioner in 2008, while

studying philosophy at USYD. She started

attending long form spiritual retreat in 2011 in

Australia, Thailand and India. 

After over 1000 hours of yoga teacher training

and countless retreats and study programs, she

began guiding silent retreats in Australia and

abroad in 2015. 

In 2016 she opened her studio Spanda School in

South Fremantle, and since has taken 100’s of

meditators into the deep silence and truth of the

Heart, in both intensive and long form study

retreats.



Dr. Zelaika Clarke
Decolonial eroticologist,

sexuality educator & clinical
sexologist 

David Bedrick
Somatic process worker &

expert on shame, body image,
diversity and social injustice

 

David Bedrick, J.D., Dipl. PW is an attorney,

educator, and process worker. He founded the

Santa Fe Institute for Shame-Based Studies

where he teaches and works with individuals

from around the world. 

 

He is the author of Talking Back to Dr. Phil:

Alternatives to Mainstream Psychology and

Revisioning Activism: Bringing Depth, Dialogue,

and Diversity to Individual and Social Change.

His new book is You Can’t Judge a Body by Its

Cover: 17 Women’s Stories of Hunger, Body

Shame and Redemption. 

Dr. Clarke specializes in human sexualities, gender and

relational diversity, clinical and cultural sexology,

sexosophy, sexecology, African-centered social

work, anti-racist sexuality education, critical

autoethnography, and Ọ̀ṣunality, an African-centered,

sex-positive, post-colonial paradigm that affirms

diversity in sensuality, sexual pleasure and eroticism



If you're ready to dive in, click below to fill out your application form.

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have any questions, or need further information, we'd be happy to help.

 

Reach out to us at contact@somaticsforwomen.com

Investment

Early Bird investment 
(ends March 25 2022)

$4,700 USD
if paying with a payment plan

(5x payments of $940 USD)

OR

$4,400 USD if paying in full

Full Investment

$5,169 USD
if paying with a payment plan

(5x payments of $1,033.80 USD) 

OR

$4,900 USD if paying in full

A P P L Y  N O W

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PcESM7us8Rw_SJDpi29RktOP8JVDUBnFeMGFE-g5z-c/viewform?edit_requested=true

